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KODAK  
Metallic Clear Dry Ink, 
the key to creating 
pearlized effects.

All
that 
shimmers

Add shimmering effects of pearl with Metallic Clear Dry Ink. Use this 
ink to add visual impact to text and graphical elements or create 
the look of pearlized substrates.
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Working closely with your  
print service provider is critically 
important in achieving great 
end results with metallic clear 
dry ink. Be sure to have a 
conversation about the look you 
are going for.



Choose from two workflows:

How to create with metallic ink

WORKFLOW 2

2 How to create with metallic ink

WORKFLOW 1

At the Press

Let the press operator apply 
metallic clear dry ink using one 
of five job ticket options available 
within KODAK Digital Front End 
Software:

• Flood Coat
• Image Coat
• Pearlized Paper Effect
• Uniform Sparkle Flood
• Uniform Sparkle Image

OR

In the File

Define a spot color for metallic clear 
dry ink during file creation or during 
prepress using software such as:

• Illustrator
• Photoshop
• InDesign



Workflow 1 / At the Press 3

At the Press

*NOTE:  This includes bounding boxes where there is no content. 
Clipping masks are required to achieve desired metallic 
results and to avoid unwanted metallic areas.

The press operator applies one of the following five metallic clear dry ink job 
ticket options available on the KODAK Digital Front End Software: 

WORKFLOW 1

1. Flood Coat
 This selection made at the press applies an adjustable uniform layer of 
metallic on the entire page

2. Image Coat*
 This selection made at the press applies an adjustable uniform layer of 
metallic on all CMYK content only

3. Pearlized Paper Effect*
 This selection made at the press simulates pearlized paper with the image 
area sparkle level automatically toned down

4. Uniform Sparkle Flood
 This selection made at the press simulates pearlized paper with the image 
at consistent sparkle level as paper

5. Uniform Sparkle Image*
 This selection made at the press applies variable metallic clear dry ink 
based on CMYK content. The higher the CMYK content the more visible 
the sparkle is



4 Workflow 2 / In the File

Illustrator - vector artwork
1. Open or create a new file in Adobe Illustrator
2. Create a new spot color swatch
 a. Name the swatch “NexPress DryInk metallic  

 clear” 
 b. Designate it as “Spot”
 c. Set the color to unique CMYK values   

 Example:  50  |  0  |  0  |  10

3. Select the vector objects and/or type elements 
that you want to print in metallic clear ink. 

4. Change the fill and/or outline color of the 
selected content to the “NexPress DryInk 
metallic clear” swatch 

5. Save your file as “myFileName_metallic.ai” to use 
in your final InDesign layout.

In the File

Photoshop - raster artwork
1. Open the image and create a mask for areas 

that you would like to enhance with metallic.
2. Convert to grayscale: Image / Mode / Grayscale
 a. Name the Duotone color “NexPress DryInk  

 metallic clear” 

WORKFLOW 2

Use design software programs to define a spot color and select the areas to assign the 
metallic clear dry ink swatch

 b. Set the color to unique CMYK values
  Example:  50  |  0  |  0  |  10

3. Save your file as “myFileName_metallic.psd” 
and place in your final InDesign layout.



Assemble in InDesign 5

1. Open or create a new file.
2. Create a new layer for all metallic elements 

above the base art.

Assemble your layout in  
Adobe InDesign Software

3. Create new or place imported elements that 
will print in metallic clear on this new layer.

4. Create a new spot color swatch if necessary.
 
 If importing a file containing “NexPress DryInk 

metallic clear” spot color, there is no need to create 
the swatch color, it will show up automatically if 
you have imported your file correctly.

a. Name the swatch “NexPress DryInk  
metallic clear” 

b. Designate it as “Spot”
c. Set the color to unique CMYK values 

Example:  50  |  0  |  0  |  10

Assemble in InDesign
Here’s how the file is layered

C:0 M:100 Y:0 K:0

Graphic, 
Photo & Text

NexPress DryInk  
metallic clear

5. With the metallic file still selected, go to the 
Effects palette and select a blend mode of 
“Multiply” from the drop-down menu.

Here’s how a piece printed with metallic clear dry 
ink defined as a spot color looks when printed

Mary Elizabeth Jones6. Save your file as “myFileName_metallic.indd”.
Step 5 is critical. A blend mode of  
“Multiply” tells the press to overprint  
metallic clear dry ink on top of the image  
below, rather than knocking it out.



6 Exporting and checking PDFs

a. Go to File/Adobe PDF Presets/High Quality Print
b. Modify the Compression settings so that all text and imagery is 

uncompressed

Ask your print provider if they prefer additional settings when creating  
a high quality PDF for their KODAK Digital Press. 

Make sure that the layer with metallic elements is visible when exporting to 
PDF.  Save your file, then export to PDF using the settings below:

Exporting and checking PDFs when 
metallic is used as a spot color

CHECKING YOUR WORK

To check that you have successfully prepared your document for 
printing with metallic clear dry ink as a spot color:

1. Open the high resolution PDF file with Acrobat Professional Software
2. Go to: Advanced/Print Production/Output preview.  

The dialog box will look like this.
3. Mouse over the areas where you expect  

to have metallic clear dry ink.
- If you have set up the file correctly, the 

percentage of “NexPress DryInk metallic 
clear” will change (100% being the highest 
possible value).

- In addition, the CMYK values will also show 
percentages since the “multiply” effect is 
being used.

Note: Do not create a PDF 
using the “File/Print” command 
to either “Adobe PDF” or to 
“PostScript”. That will flatten 
your file and eliminate your 
transparent layers.



Additional notes 7

There may be more than one way 
to achieve the effect you want

We’d recommend having a conversation with your 
service provider about the effect you are trying 
to achieve. The press operator can then make an 
informed decision about which digital front end 
option will yield the best results for your particular 
application.

ALWAYS REQUEST A PROOF!

Printed results can vary depending on your 
choice of substrate, the way in which files are 
prepared, and the job ticket option selected 
during production. Seeing a proof can 
eliminate unwanted surprises and help ensure 
that the final result meets your expectations!



Frequently asked questions
8 Frequently asked questions

KODAK Digital Presses typically print four process 
colors — CMYK. In addition, a fifth imaging unit can 
print a variety of other KODAK Dry Inks inline. This 
gives designers the ability to add watermarks and 
protective coatings, provide extra security and 
authentication marks, match special colors, or add 
dimensional coating and other unique effects. 

When using metallic clear as a spot color, 
why must the color swatch be named 
“NexPress DryInk metallic clear”?
The exact name, including capital letters,  
is very important. That swatch name is recognized 
by the KODAK Digital Press, which then assigns 
metallic clear dry ink to the correct layers and sets 
other important press parameters. The press also 
alerts the operator if metallic clear dry ink is not in 
the fifth imaging unit when needed.

Could another “reference color”  
be used instead of blue?
Yes, we used CMYK:  50  |  0  |  0  |  10 because 
it’s rarely used, and it’s transparent enough to 
see through on a monitor. Whatever color you 
choose, be consistent! Use the identical color 
in all Illustrator, Photoshop and InDesign files to 
avoid multiple reference colors coming into your 
production file when you assemble the job.

Also, be aware that if metallic clear is specified 
as a spot color within your file, but your project 
instead prints using an operator applied setting, 
the reference color will actually print.

Can I print variable data with metallic clear 
dry ink?
Yes, you can print variable data with metallic clear 
dry ink. However, your variable data composition 
software must be compatible with the Fifth 
Imaging Unit capability of the KODAK Digital Press. 

Check with your print provider to determine if their 
VDP solution can support variable data in the fifth 
color.

Are pages with metallic  
dry ink recyclable?
Yes. Unlike some other thermographic  
processes, pages printed with KODAK Dry Inks, 
including metallic, are easily recycled as long as 
the substrate being used is also recyclable.

Can common substrates be used?
Yes, but opaque metallic dry ink is especially 
well-suited for colored substrates and transparent 
media, such as window clings or flexible films for 
packaging.

Can metallic clear dry ink be laminated or UV 
coated?
KODAK Metallic Clear Dry Ink can easily be 
UV-coated or laminated by using lamination 
processes that are digital print-friendly. (Materials 
printed with metallic cannot be used with the 
KODAK Glossing Unit, however.)

Can other software programs  
create files that use metallic?
Yes, but if you need to create a spot plate for 
metallic clear dry ink, your program must allow 
you to assign a spot color named “NexPress DryInk 
metallic clear.” If this is not an option, your print 
provider can also create an appropriately named 
spot plate in the KODAK Digital Front End Software.

Can the Digital Front End use an existing 
documented spot color to print metallic?
Yes. It just needs to be properly named (NexPress 
DryInk metallic clear).
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